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4. Rationale:

   The National Institute of Health estimates that there are 12,600,000 individuals with CHD in the US. In 2000, heart disease was the leading cause of death for both black and white males and females with AMI and other CHD accounting for 75 percent for all heart disease deaths (1)

   Marital stressors have been defined as “circumstances or conditions of daily marital life that are generally considered problematic or undesirable” (Ilfeld, et. al., 1980) (5), these are of an ongoing nature whereas the outward manifestation is of divorce/separation. A number of observational, population based and longitudinal studies in Sweden, Netherlands, Finland, UK and the US (1,9-21), and others have investigated the effect of marital status (7-11,13,15,21,22), divorce (11,16,23) widowhood (12) and of being single (2,6,8,17,24) on mortality in general and on CHD and CVD, specifically. It is a consistent observation that the married enjoy better health than those of other marital statuses. The separated and divorced are at a higher risk, but the direction of the causal sequence is not yet clear. The social selection hypothesis suggests that marital status is a consequence of health, whereas the social
causation hypothesis identifies separation/divorce as a precipitant of poor health. These hypotheses are not necessarily mutually exclusive. There are also evidences of gender-linked differences with women having more resilience and being less reactive to these stressors. (7,15,20,23,25). In the late 1960’s an onset of decline in CHD mortality in the US was observed, however the death rate remains higher in blacks than in whites (26,27). Some research has been done on ethnic differences, psychosocial factors and CHD (14,28,29).

The ARIC Study has not so far explored the direction and relationship of marital status with CHD and all cause mortality. This large data base on a bi-racial group from a variety of socio-economic, occupational and educational backgrounds in 4 diverse areas provides a unique opportunity to address the impact of these factors. The current proposal intends to investigate the relationship between marital status and mortality (CHD and all-cause), examining race and gender differences.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:

1) Compare to married people, it is expected that the never married, divorced/separated and widowed are at higher risk for CHD mortality and all-cause mortality.
2) Widowed individuals are at a higher risk of mortality than divorced/separated people.
3) Though African Americans have higher mortality due to CHD related events, their mortality is expected to be less affected by their marital status.
4) It is expected that dissolution of marriage will have a greater impact on mortality in men than in women.

6. Data (variables, time window, source, inclusions/exclusions):

Marital Status variables: Marital status was collected at visit 2.

Outcome variables: Surveillance data up to December 31, 1999 (all cause mortality and CHD mortality)

Demographic variables: age, gender, race, ARIC center, etc.

Key covariates to be adjusted for:

1) Potential vascular confounding variables: diabetes, hypertension, total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, smoking status, etc.

2) Living alone or living with others, number of children, and employment status of the marital partners

Exclusion criteria: prevalent CHD at visit 2.
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